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INTRODUCTIO~

As the project in fulfillment of the requiremen ts f or the de J ree
of Master or. Arts .I chose to do a mural for the recepti on r oom at
Peterson Juvenile Hall.
The necessary permission was obtained from H.e s uFerinter.der..t
of the hall, Mr. Lure Johnson, the cr...i.ef p robation officer, l·:r.
Frederick, and the chairoan of the thesis commit tee, l•!r. Ili cl:ard
Re;ynolds, who graciously gave their cor.sent and st:pport to t l:e rrcposed
mural.
This paper is a supplement to the mural,

explair...i.n~

t he pro-

cedure followed in plaPr...i.ng and executing tte pair.tins .
The photographic material found in t h e ill ustration section of
this paper has been obtained from various sources: one pr.ot.of{raph vas

taken by a professional photographer, some photocraphs ·were
Kurt Cumming s and Mr. Gordon Wells, of tte county sctool
and the rest were taken by ·eyself.

cy r-:r.

depart~er.~,

The ed;es have ur•.:crtur.a "!:- ely t een

cl.lt off some of the pictures by t!-.e ccrr:mercial printinG" esta "::lisr:.I:ler.t,

so that they do not all show the full painting s1.:rface, but in ;-er.eral
the picture material is better than I could have hoped for.
The photographs trace the development of the tasic tl:eme fr om
t h e first sketches to the finished mural and describe better than
many words the semi-conscious progress of organizing and formulating
an idea into visual language.

The photographs, however, are no

,,
'I

!

sub stitute for the origiral mural, wrdch may be seen, by

anyo~e

vi
interested, on the wall of the recep tion room of Peterson. Jt:ver. ile
Hall for which it was s pecifically painted.
A p ro L~ ect of t h is magni t c.de in valve s rony tecbllica l dif f ·icul ties which could not have t ·e en s uccessfully solve d wit11out t he

bel p and cooperation of a great

ma n~;

people, and I shall

tn~e

this

op portunity to thank everyone who has lent a hand and given
f! e n erously of' his time to provide technical and mannal assistance.
Amon g these are the children and young people, wh o so

patiently n1odeled for the figures wittout any ki:ld of remune ration,
notably Mr . and Mrs . Lynn Engdahl.
A.r t emenko for making- the frame on

Thank s also goe s t o Mr. Hotert
\~b.ich

the canvas >ia s stretc t ed,

to Mr. Meyers of the Juvenile Hall staff and Mr. Jolm Hawkins ,
p rin cipal o:f the Juvenil·e Hall schools·, for framing and b:l.nginz t he
mural, and to Nr. Gordon Well s and l'-1r. Ku r t Cummi r. g s for takinr;

sue ~

e xcellent pictures.
I am especially grateful t o
fo r their unfailing cooperation a nd

t r.3 members of the thesis

c o n::~r:.i t tee;

Mr.

Jotillson and Mr. Fre derick

s ~pport,

and to l"'.r . Reyr.o:d s a ::-.c

Mi s s Hele-n Deale:,.', Dr. WA

Vi ncent Eva n s, and Mr . Earl Wa s:C!burn, for their tact ar.d unders +.. .a n ding, their constructive cri t ici st1 a r.d ua.r.;y helpfi.Al SUt.T e sUou:; , anC.
f or their ready support in ma. kir.g a gi:-:. of the mural to t he pro-

bation de partment- of the cou...Tlty.

CE.-\PTER I

PLAr:;:n:G TilE MUM.L

Scone of

~

l'ndertakinrr

The execution of a mural places stronrr and definite limi t~tions
on a painter.

The mural should becorr.e an inter,ral pnrt o f the rcor:: b.

which it is placed, and one must take in-':.o consideratio:t tl-::.e size and
type of room, the color scheme and lic;htinrr of the rccn, t!-:e size

ar.~

proportion of tbe wall to be- decorated, ar.d ho..; it relates to the rest
of the room.

To the-s e technical considerations r.rust r:e added concern

a'!::cu~

the semi-official aspect of' a painting hu:-tg in a f1tblic institution,
i·lhere it, to a certain degree, should represent the
\rie\o!S

fcelin ~:.~

nnd

o.f the officials connected with that specific institt:ticn, as

'..Jell as be in a-c cord wi t:1 the \-rorking staff and t::e
··-lisiting the buildin[f.

t:_r~) C

1::1 other '1/Crds , the mt:ral mu:t

c:

ir~

;ec~le

all

res:;:e:::~.::

b e ap_propria te for tf.e func ticn it is goir.; to ful:ill.
Ynese considera tiom; 7 1Jowever, should r.ot

r.:1:r.~er t~e

cre'l ti '.'e

expression to the de7,ree wl:er.e tr_e artistic quality of t!:e rainti ::-::T
suffers .

W:'1ile the painti nr; -should be in accord with t1-.e public ethc s,

it does not necessarily have to cater to it.
artistica ll~r

The mural s!:ct:ld be

smu1d and at tlle same time give valid e;~pre~:>sicn for ccr::::-.c:-~

i deas and ideals of a pt:."tlli c, which in general, docs not kr.~·,, ,,Cat :!:':
"\ola.ntsJ but wr.ich is quic£ e : CUJtl to e:-:_;:.:'2 .::: 3 (i :;;~_:J£. :": Ul'c
'.'lith som-ething it does not '...ant.

::_:

~ :;:-.fronte~

2

It is obvious that these considerations place a responsibilit;-.r
on a painter which cannot be overlooked.

is a

limitin~

While such a responsibility

factor in choice of subJect matter and

mar~er

of

.repre 3entation, it also off-ers a ver<J particular challen: e in fcrcina
t :~e

pa.inter to approach the problem with far me-re .hu..Ir.ili ty and ttoucht-

fulness· ttan if she were just concerned with expressinG' perscnal
feeli~-:; s

ar,d emotions.

The opportu...TJ.ity to make

"useful' ~

art, to paint

:cr a pt:rpose other tr.an a purely self-centered one, is ir.deed so unt.::=t.:al, that the ver.{ limitations of the problem also beccme the
~catcst

source of inspiration.

Mcasurin('l' the \vall
The wall chosen for the mural is a north wall, 107 inches hiffh
at the east side,. with a slanting ceiling, which makes it 125 inches
high at the west side where it opens up to a hallway .
Two water pi?es, rurLing the full height of the wall along
t he left ed.s;e, and a li::ht switch, placed 45 inches abo1re floor level
and 9 inc!:es frcm tr.e water pipes, posed a pro"!:llem.
i~~res,
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from the flcor up, are useless as pictorial space because of

fCITr.i. t'cU'e requirements in that space.

(See figure l . )

A mural calls fer careful planning, and the losical first
step was to measure and dra'rl a scale drawing of the wall in order to
decide the exact size of the panel.

(See figure

3. )

several potential sizes for the mural we:re dra'm into the scale
drawing, and a panel was decided upon which would run the full length

J

of t he wall.

In height it would begin J8 inches above the floor. and

reach the ceiling where it is lowest.

This made the painting surface

12 feet by 5 feet J/4 inches, placing· the lower third of the mural at
eye leve.•

Choice-_of Painting Material
Probably every painter wishes to paint a fresco at least once
in. a lifetime.

But this medium was discarded almost immediately

because of the delicacy involved in re-surfacinG"· an already esta.c li.shed wall in a room used practically around the clock.
Also the unavoidable permanency of a fresco, as part of the
wall . itself, was considered a little unreasonable in a building which
is not in itself built for permanency and may very well be obsolete
within a relatively short span of years because of possible needs for
expansion.
cr~rge

There is also the possibility that future officials in

might be less agreeably disposed toward murals than the present

administration, thus bringing it within consideration that a fresco
might be painted over, whereas a panel fastened to the wall may be
moved to new quarters or salvaged for other purposes, if desirable.

An oil painting would seem the natural choice in ·view of its
durability and relative ease of cleaning.

Choice of Painting Surface
The wall is concrete, and it is therefore diffi.c ul t to fasten
any heavy material securely unless it is built up from floor level,

4
which would involve expense for covering the J8 inches of lost space
behind the furniture.
The light switch at the lowerJeft hand corner of the ·vall had
to be considered, since it was not assumed that it could be removed.
As the project assumed greater importance in the eyes of the probation
officials, this obstacle was removed quite easily, as were eventually
the water pipes and the radiator.

But this possible solution was r.ot

known at the planning stage, where the obstacles had to be accepted

as

part of the over-all design.
From the viewpoint of expense, pressed wood seemed iceal
of its cheapness and durability.

beca~se

But the idea of its use was. soon

discarded because of its thickness and relative heaviness, which would
make installation difficult, and also because pressed wood does not

come in sufficiently large size pieces.

It would be necessary to Join

several pieces together, and as the mural will be viewed at rather
close range, the resultant seams mi·g ht be unpleasingly visible.
After much deliberation, canvas was chosen because it could
be purchased in the desired size.

In addition to this decisive factor,

it presents a good painting surface, ·is easy to transport and install,

may be mounted directly on the wall without difficulty, and could be
cut to accommodate the light switch.

In view of these advantages the higher cost was considered
worth the extra expendi-ture.
Choice£[ Subject
As the mural was intended for a juvenile detention home, the

main theme or

11

Children11 immediately presented itself a·s a natural

basic idea around which to c·e nter the composition of the mural.
Because of the special nature of a juvenile hall, one would.
have to give careful attention to how children were to be depicted,
in what spirit the subject should te approached, the aim of the mural
as such in its total effect, who is going to look at it, and what
impression it would have on the spectators.
The people :who are going to see the mural will be :

'

.

, ·.

l.

The children brought to and held at the hall.

2.

The personnel of the hall.

3.

Probation officers and police officers·.

4.

Parents of the children on visiting days.

5.

Occa-sional visitor.s or professional peopl-e
interested in the operations of the hall.

·The main interest naturally centered itself around the
children who are detained at the hall.

When they are

crou ~ht

in tr.e

first time, they are frighter-ed, upset, and insecure, not kncwine what
to expect.
,.:

If their first impression could be one of friendliness, it

mi ght help ease their tensions.

One would therefore strive for an

harmonious ef'fect, something that would brighten the whole room and
make it look less like an instit'.ltion or., at least, would soften the
·'

cool sterility of the room.
tranquil and luminous than
ed in its effect

rathe~

The mural should therefore be rather more
turbule~t

and emotional; it should be reserv-

than forceful, relaxed and relaxing rather than

vigorous or clamorous, and quite obviously it must not preach in any
directly observable ·manner.•

(.

By the same token,, any implication to children as offc 11 ders
OL~

the pub l1·c., o r a ny symb o1'1C re 1 evance to rehabilitation of o f' fer.d<.!r :J

of the la1o1 would naturally have to be avoided.

Besides,

~':n:: boli ~·:r: 1

motivated even by the most noble intentions tends to become struir.el
and stilted if obvious, obscure and aobi euous a!ld in

r:~ e (i

o~

too r-'-<'; .

explanation if subtle.
At the same time there is a strong rnoti va tion to tr:.r to
convey an idea.

..

One 'W"Ould certainly 'W"an t more tr.an a ple:1 snn t cieco-

ration or a pretty picture.

A purely represent-a tiona! a pproach wGulc

thus be as undesirable as a totally symholic approach.
An abstraction or a non-objective compo.Gition would be l!nriesi rable because either one might not be accep t able to the c.ilic :~ Frooatio::
offi cer- or the probation committee.

~oec

Most of t he peq:le wr,o will

the mural are furthermore totally unfamiliar with t l:)e lan ··~ua ~ ;~ o:'
v isual art in any form, and while most children mi:bt acce;.' t .!:'<.:cr, a
composition in their unprejudiced innocence and simple ~oy of col0r a :.d
design, the adults in question would almost inevitably re~ect it
completely.

Experiments have their merits, but or.e wotJ.d .h arcl:r

\oi <.L : :

to risk raising a note of contention in a juvenile r~ll.

:'
t

J

...
:.I

The painting must be understood and accepted by tne pu~li~
viewing it.

Beyond that, the compassion one ca~not help feelinb :or

these unfortunate children, l.'hom nobody loves ~nd no't:ody war. t~. s:·.o~c
somehow be transferred to the painting in such a manner that r.ot onl?
the children sense it, but also parents and staff members, so tita t tl':e
resentment and obtuseness displayed by some of them mi ght be

,
'
.t.

mello~ed

7

. and alleviated a

little~

This is, of course, too much to expect to accomplish with a
paintina, but maybe it will not be considered a grave fault to set
lofty aims, even if the finished piece of work falls short of the goal.

Sn'a ,ject Chosen for Mural
Out of the various considerations outlined above the theme,
"Youth of San Joaquin Cotmty , 11 as subject rna t ter for the mural, emer,:r- ·
ed as the most appropriate and least controver.sial.

Being very fond

of children, I eagerly grasped the opportunity to paint them, and I
visualized a group of youngsters of all ages and ethnic backgrounds
in an informal, relaxed group against a background of scenes typical
for the county.
The development of this theme may be seen in the group of
sketches in figure 4.
Two preliminary drawings were made to scale.

One of the

drawings emphasized the interrelationship of tt.e figures (figure 5),
tre other was an experiment in over-all color scheme (figure t}.
The central group very quickly establisted itself as being
drawn together by the discovery of an animal interesting enough to
bring together m1ny children of various ages in a conr;enial atmosphere
of curiosity mingled with. amusement.
In this way a turtle became the vortex around which the whole
composition revolves, because it is rare enough to make its discovery
bring together a great variety of children who would not normally
associate in play.

8
A center of interest had thus been created
ly gather many

cr~ldren

in one spot.

~hich ~ould

r.aturnl-

The keen curiosity children dis-

play toward the wonde-rs o!." nature bas been suggested, and the
opportunity to organize the group in a friendly,

harmonio~s

relation-

ship established.
A -kneeling boy :hands a turtle to a standing cirl while other

children look on.

The boy- and the teenagers are amused, the little

girl in the center is fascinated, the boy squatting in frontlooks up
in amazement, and the big girl to the left is ureing the smaller girl
not to be afraid to touch the turtle.
baseball bat and

glove~

The two biggest bays carry a

indicating that the discovery has momentarily

called them away from their game.
This center

~roup

focus centered around the
viewer.

covers one third of the panel, with the
lo~er

The sides of the mural

half of the area on a- level with the
~ould

be of lesser importance.

The

right third recedes into a corner and should therefore be lightened,
but not over-emphasized, as one would not want to lead the eye into
the corner of the room with

any

persistence.

The left side will, in

general, be closer to the observer, will therefore jut forward, and
should be toned down.

T~e

lower left corner must be de-emphasized

because of the light switch.
In order to extend the center group and relieve it of a
tendency to bec-ome boxy, a reading boy, stretched out in the grass,
is placed to the left, a dog and a baby to the- right.
Two smaller groups at either side of the center show children

9
in relationship with adults 1 bringing in a ver.y remote suggestion of
co~~seling

and the very obvious fact that children do not, after all,

live in a vacuum1 but are an integral part of the community.
Since the hall is a public place belonging to the county, the
space extending above the groups is devoted to the most important
activities or the county: .farming and shipping.
to farmland, foothills, and mountains.

The center opens up

The t\lo triangular spaces in

the upper left and right-hand corners show the Port of Stockton and

a cannery.
Thus the theme of the mural is: a · growing San Joaquin County
...,.i th children the most important crop.

Q.2.!.Qr

Scheme

The color of the walls of the reception room and the hallways is a light woodland green.

It is a pleasant, but cool, color.

Yne office furniture is· steel gray, and the visitors' chairs are
beige and blue-green.

The color scheme of the ·mural should, therefore,

be light and wrm to soften the bland, impersonal barrenness of the
room.
FaBtel tones are almost a necessity in crder to integrate the
mural \lith the room and avoid dra;dng ove.rvhelming attention to the
mt:.ral, ...,.!lich would· tend to dominate the room even if painted in a
monocr..rome, simply because the room is otherwise totally void of
anything capable of holding the interest.

A flat, decorative, picture

plane is imperative in order to keep the mural from "jumping out of

10

the wall 11 , almost lite:rally speaking.
The greens in the mural must be

l~ept in har.no~~r

w-ith ·the w·\11

color to achieve unity and integration 'tetween pict:.:re and room, ar...!
the warm colors should tend toward soft pi!'.ks and yellow::; precomlm:1t1:•.
Stri1dng· contra.st.s should be avoided in order to ke ep t\.-.••e
!'lane unbroken, and - somber tones should be avoided, t oth hecc.uce
physical surroundine-s and the eenerally depres_sing effect o!'

o~

t!-.c

car~~

tones.

Submi ttinc Sketches for Criticism
The

~

Apnroval

two scale drawings were submitted to Mr. Reynolds and

Mr. Washburn for criticism and approval during the 1958 sumner pericd
since the other members of the thesis committee were not available

a~

this time.
Mr-. Reynolds and Mr. Washburn suggested that the coy vi th tr.e

baseball mitt ought to be taller tr~n the boy with the cat to make
tLe most centrally located figure taller than all the otr.er fi:ure3.
Mr. Reynolds suggested that the center panel, which t~s an
upside-down mushroom shape, be kept in warm tor:.es while tr.e surrc\.:..!"'.dir::
areas be kept predominantly cool, and that the rigures in general :e
held in warm tones to offset them against the background~
Some stylization of foliage and plants in an organized pattern
for decorative purposes was proposed.

A~~ of these suggestions were kept in mind during the pai~tirs
of the mural.

ll
One of the scale

d~awings

the chief probation orficer,
the r.eneral lay-out.
ran~e

}~.

was then sucmitted for approval to
Frederick, who was

q~ite

pleased with

He was especially appreciative of the wide

a ~ e-

of children represented, because the public seem to be under the

misapprehension that the probation
cr~ldren;

depa~tment or~y

deals with small

whereas children ·up to 18 years of age come under the care

of the juvenile authorities.

Mr. Frederick remarked

~avo~bly

on the

sobriety· of the. theme, admitting some earlier misgivinrrs about the
project, having been afraid of being presented with a fairy tale or
nursery type project.
He found the undertaking important enoueh to

war~nt

the

removal of the light switch, feeling adversely toward the idea of
cuttincr a hole in the picture.
Mr. Frederick was also in favor of a removable, framed ·panel
in order to make it possible to prot.e c.t it from damage
repairs, and painting procedures at the hall.

durin~

cleaning,

He expressed fear that

a permanently fixed panel might be soiled or splattered.

Mr. Frederick then borrowed the drawing in order to submit it
to the probation committee for its approval.

t>'.akinq;

~

Sketches

Arter the general composition r~d been approved, n~erous life
sketches were made of all the figures in order to get the various
pose.s correct.

Sketches were also made of the port and of several

canneries in town.

The elements of there sketches were later worked

12
together into tLe composition of the mural.

(See figures 7 to 10,)

It will te seen frcm the illustrations· that the sketctes are
,;crk-drawings or.ly, with little or no ertistic val \.!-e.
espcc:!.:illy true of the fi6ure C. :r-avings.

·,;~icll

Tl-.i s

is

are n:ade for later

reference in ge:1eral body rhyt:Crn, rroporticns, ar.d ;;c si ticr.s cf tad s,
·teads, ar.d feet.

Tlle sketches shown are only a small part of tile dre•,.._

in:3"s actually made and are chosen fer t!-.eir greater cctr.pleteliess .

H:n:~·

SC"9G.ro.te drawings were made of :particular details w:!'J.ich warranted
~pecific

notj_ce.

r·lountinr;

~

Camras

It proved impossible to find a space lar6e enou:h to pin up
tlje canvas while painting, and it was therefore r.ecessary to build
a self-supporting rrame on which to stretch it .
A sturdy frame of 2 inch by 1 inch lumber, with three vertical
~ ~pportine cross~ars
~;:r

and two bars at a 45-dezree angle, was constructed.

l'lr. Robert Artemenko .

The canvas was stretched acroE"s it, and

since wedges did not seem feasible en. so large a frame, the stretcz1inr;
and nailing proved an exacting task.

After havinrr stretcr,ed .i t cnce,

it h~d to be restretched where wrir~es
of days .

had ap~eared a~ter a ccuple

However, after the second stretching and renailinc, it tecane

q_ui te s:nocth and has remained t..lrl.s way.
This lightweight, portable frame, easily moved by two pecple,
turned out to be very practical.

When photographs of the paintin~

pro~ress were taken at intervals, the stretched canvas was taken cut-

lJ
side to take advantage of the sunlight.
daylight on a picture of

tP~s

Mr. Kurt Cummings

pre~erred

size in order to avoid possible hot

spots from £lash bulbs.
Luckily, one vall in my home was large enough to accocrmodate
the panel while painting.

However, the lighting was neither adequate

in the daytime nor at night.

Two 200-watt daylight bulbs-, in adjust-

able sockets, were therefore u-s ed- for lighting the surface, producine
an even, shadowless lighting.

CHAPTER II
EXECUTION OF MURAL

~

Dra..,.in._g

Design on Canvas

The composition of the mural in its final form was made
directly on the canvas.

Chalk was used because it erases ea.sily and

allows for corrections without smearing the surface •.
This procedure could be

empl~Jed

because oil painting may be

developed and changed during the actual painting, so that it seeffied
ur.necessarJ to make a scale drawing in minute detail.
I :found this direct approach profitable because it eliminated

the mental gymnastics involved in thinking on a laree scale while
actually working on a smaller scale.

A small area and a large area

call for entirely different solutions to

~roblerns

of balance and space

e,ren when the relative proportions are identical..
By

off and

cutting out the tedious, repetitive process of squaring

er~arging

the cornposition,it helped keep the creative irrpulse

alive and preserve some of the freshness of direct sketching, which so
often is lost in large compositions requiring extensive and accurate
planning.

The canvas was first divided into its eight main areas.. (See
figure 11.)
Using tte scale· drawings and the life sketches for reference,

the figures were placed in their proper relationship.
areas were then composed directly on the canvas.

The

backgrolli~d

Finally 7 the smaller
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cetails, such as the California wild flowers and the tiny backbrQur,d
figtrres, were dra\ffi in.
It took a week to make the cralk

drawin~,

because the drawine·

was made rather detailed in order to diminish the need for later
corrections.

Translation of General Theme Into Pictorial Lanp;uae;e
Because of the public nature of the mural it was necessary to
give much thought to a simple, well defined

the~e,

wtich would satisfy

obserrers who normally do not easily u..Tlderstand or ccncern themselves
with form and color as a distinct language of its own in no need of
verbal explanation.

The mural, therefore, was in danger of becoming

an illustration or a pictorial story rather than a eenuine creative,
visual experience.
In order to keep in sight both the easily articulated the4.e and
the decorative entity of the wall, it has been found .necessary to
approach the problem from naturalism

tt~ough si~plification

of

fo~s

to integration of these greatly simplified forms into a picture plane
in a ryt:tunic manner.
The theme of

cr~ldren

may

ve~J

easily fall into the trap of

t he cute or the sentimental. While this may have considerable public
appeal at first sight, it becomes shallow and boring on repeated
viewing.

Also it would be a mockery of the c-hildren at the hall, who

are neither cute ncr sentimental.
been the aim.

Se·reni ty rather t:t.an sweetness has
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Naturalism, as W'ell as perspective, would have a bad effect.
Perspective~

which otherwise might give an illusion of space- to a

rather small

room~

should be almost entirely avoided, because the

mural often will be vieW'ed at a distorting angle.

Fore Ghorteninr, s

and tricks in perspective to counteract this distortion would
undesirable~

al~o

be

because the angle encountered when enterincr tr.e rcon is

not the only vieW' possible.

The observer may look at t he mural fror.1

many different angles and even walk up and touch it if so desired.

Tr:e

mural therefore should appear in balance and be able to retain interest
at all angles anu at close view.
Naturalism in execution would be undesirable because of t he
logical

necessit~

discarded.

for depth and perspective, which have already been

And in the absence of perspective it would be diffl.cult tc

integrate the various elements of the picture in a

r~turalistic mar~er

because of its composite nature.
The feeling of distance and space may be accompli sl:ed b:r sir..ple
line perspective and overlapping planes, and_at the same ti~e
deliberately counteracted by turning .horizontal planes into a more
vertical position almost parallel with the picture plane.

.Atmosp~eric

depth. should be avoided.
Since the mural may be vieW'ed both from a distance and quite
close, forms should be quite well defined even at close view.

Flat,

~tions aloost
almost invisible, b rush strokes· an d soft1y blen de d trans •

seem to be a necessity.

More attention to detail, which holds the

interest at close- vie-w, than 'w'Ould norma-l ly be necessary, seems
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·'

desirable.

The.se details- .should be vell subordinated to the vhole in

order not to destroy the over-all desir-n or
viewer from a distance.

~orce

themselves on

t~e

Any f.orm which loses its identity on close

view or loses its unity at long range is therefore unacceptable.
I have tried to create a flo\rlng feeling of continuity vhere
one phase

o~

the picture leads easily into the next, attempting to

avoid a feeling of sections pieced together at random.
It vas felt, hoW'ever,. that toth size and purpose of the mural
.,

warranted a rather formal. treatment, and a s,ymmetrical composition
seemed appropriate.

Thus the panel is roughly divided into three main

sections with a large center group, within which

sv~etry r~s

been avoid-

ed in order to keep the impression of floving continuity; vhereas the
two side panels are balanced against one another almost S'JUll!letrically ,_

These three main sections are again subdivided into the eight
areas previously mentioned.
Figure 11 shows a diagram of the basic rhythm of the composition.
Tne center group consists of seven

fi~ures,

which together

fonn a rough S-sbape if a line is dravn through the heads of the
figures beginning at the upper right-hand corner.
The two smaller side groups are set in a modified diamond shape.

The smaller figures are placed toward the center to lead the eye back
toward the center group.
The two triangles formed by the dog and the baby correspond to
the two triangles fanned by the reading boy.

-Both lead the eye toward

the center while at tr~ same time constituting an extension of the
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center group, integrating this more firmly wi~~ the rest of the
composition.
In order to make a r~tural transition from one to the next of
the t :P.,.ree industrial activities, it was found nece·ssary to part them
by trees, which also help to frame. the center section.

Lest too much

attention be focused dead-center·, the two upper corners are kept li ,s-ht.
in color to prevent them from falling back from the picture ·plane.

: :

Choice £f Colors
The actual painting proceeded according to the plan with very
few changes.

The photographs, taken at various intervals,. show both

t he normal proeression of the painting- and the changes made during the
painting.

(See figures 12 through 15.)

The key colors were a·pplied fir.s-t., that is:

the red-orange-

yellow-pink range of the dresses and shirts of the figures in the main
group.

Next the predominantly pink ground and

t~e

basic blue-green or

grass and foliage, c·h osen to match the wall of the reception room, were
i ndicated.

The purple, used for mountains, buildings and shadows, was

chosen above the bluish or greyish color for its greater warmth.

After

these colors had been brought into harmony with each other, all other
areas were keyed to them in less predominant hues.

A light cerulean blue was chosen for best contrast against the
warm colors and also for its atmospheric lightne.ss and pa.stel-like

fresl"J!less.

\o/here a deepening of tone "Was needed, ul trarerine vas mixed

in s;Jaringly.
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Earth colors, particularly burnt sienna and light

ocr~e, ~ere

used to soften the main colors and tone cown ·rArsh effects.
l!aples yellow was used to tone down garrish

yello~s,

A soft

rose madder to

soften the bright reds.
Ultramarine, burnt umber, and a touch of pink were used to cut
down the rawness of purples and dark greens.

The whites were toned

down 'With pinks, blues and greens.
The .skin colors were made chieny from bler.ds of earth colors·,
the "blacksrr were a mixture of ultramarine, red and burnt uober, rather
ti:.a!!.

using a straight black.
It is to be hoped that in spite of the very colorful effect

of the finished mural a feeling of unity ha-s been preserved by using a
limited palette and by obtaining variety throuah blendinff of ttese
basic colors rather than introducing new ones.
Altogether, fourteen basic colors have ceen used with only an
occasional touch of additional colors, and then in such small quantities
as to be mere caprices.
In spite of the
to be one of warmth.
toned down in

~ ~J

some~hat

acid green the over-all effect appears

The brightness, so evident in

stron~

light, is

the rather poor lighting of the room.

The whole mural is done in a somewhat higher key than would
otherwise have been used in order to counteract the above mentioned
poor lighting and the tendency of oil paint to darf.en with tine.
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Treatment .o f Firures
TI:e <:J.tii t e fcrn;al

arrangement of the composition 1"-.as be.en IOOfter.-

ed by the every-day appearance and activities of

tr~e

ficures.

The figures are to be considered prototypes rather than
individuals, the intention has been to make them t.eal thy

lookin~

ra-ther

than pretty.
Because definite expressions of curiosity and

amuse~ent

were

desirable I found myself painting smiling faces in spite of a strong,
personal antipathy for

~astening

such fleeting expressions on canvas.

A smile Ellly in reality last a few seconds, whereas or:ce painted, it is

fixed_for evermore and eventually tends to become ver-J t-iresome to

loc!~

at.
It was felt as unavoidable, however, if the group were to cone
alive and appear animated.

Furthermore, the faces in such a large

painting become minor details, in which arrested movement cces not
seem quite as disturbing as if it were more dominant.

It also appears

as if the very: extensive simplification of the figures has helpe-c to
produce a restful effect in ·s pite of these minor excesses.
It should be pointed out that this was a very delicate phase
to paint.

Facial expressions are difficult to capture even with a

model in front of you, and without a model it beccmes a matter of
repeated trial and error, until the vague image of the mind's eye is
finally translated into color and line.
In this case I tried to catch the happy glow t.hat emanates
from carefree youths vhen completely at ease among them-s e-lves.

Hore
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time was spent painting and repainting tte various expressions- on tbese
faces than on most of the remainder of the painting combined.

If they

are not successful, it is- not because little attention ws paid to the
difficulties involved, but because in all the history of painting such
expressions have rarely been successful even when attempted by

ve~·

skillful masters.

Approach to Decorative Elements
The foliage of the trees and plants is somevhat stylized,
especially on the oak tree, where the
green calls f'or some organization.

arran~ement of

lare-e ma.sse_s of

The wildflowers are abstracted

into pure dec-o rations "'bile _remaining true to their species in major
characteristics.

Being- minor decorative elements they are used to

perform transitions from one area to the next, for color effect, and
for texture.
The background was deliberately brought forward

-ttrou~h

sharp

definition and color choice to counteract the perspective created
the receding center field.
buildings to

unifY

~Y

The same -purple use-d for mountains and

the background is repeated in t£e shadow effects

fer greater over-all unity.

The shadows are used purely for contrast

and are not done naturalistically.

The figures are simply molded for

purpose of form only, althoueh consistency has been observed in making light come from the left.
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Cr..an,r;es

~While

Painting

After approximately a month of painting it became evident that
entirely too much green was- used, and the ground was therefore chanGed
so that no grass whatsoever was used in the two side

areas~

Texture

and variation were obtained by the use of a shadow pattern from the

trees on the ground.

The center panel and entire foreeround were

more interesting, and the green cut down considerably, by
_grass and bare ground alternately in a pattern.

~ade

arran~ing

The addition of pink

ground lightened the whole area, while the darker sienna used for the
side panels produced a pleasant transition with sufficient contrast to
define areas well.
Because of the cool predominance of water and the warmer tones
found in dry grass, some difficulty was experienced in balancinG the
two upper triangular spaces adequately.

It

was-

finally solved by mix-

ing ochre and Naples yellow in the blues of the water, and. blue into
the yellows of the- grass., and by making the road bluish in harmony
with the color of the water.

Both areas were thus kept quite pale arrd

cool in value.
As the picture neared completion sane errors became evident
1oo1r.dch had not been apparent before: the "left hand of the f1exican girl_
appeared stiff and unnatural, the hand with the base ball mitt waslirted too high, and the head of the boy to the extreme right was
turned too sharply-.
These conditions were corrected by redrawing these specific
areas from live models then painting the areas over and redoing them.
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-These and other minor adjustments may easily- be detected by
comparing figures 12 through 16 in the illustrations.

Finishin~

!hg Mural

There comes a time when the painter does not know whether the
painting or the painter is in conunand of the situation.

Once a

definite approach has been established a picture demands to be completed in its own specific manner.

Not until one realizes that the laws

and limitations established by the initial lay-out necessarily deternir.e
the direction followed, does one regain sufficient confidence to follow
through according to the original plan and to pring the painting to
its logical conclusion.

A constant balancing of colors becomes a

main preoccupation, indicating that the painting has reached a point
of completion beyond which one c-annot go without radically char..ging
the whole concept.
At this time the thesis committee was ·invited to offer
critic ism, and minor correc-tions- 'W'ere made in compliance with the
suggestions made by the various members uf the coomittee, while the
composition as such was accepted by all memters of the committee.
The task of brir.ging the mural to the Juvenile Hall reQuired
the use of a truck borrowed from the County Honor Farm, and the mural
was placed on the wall by Mr. Meyers and Mr. Hawkins, who also made
a narrow ash vood frame to make transition from painting to vall more
pleasant.
Since the 'W'ater pipes had in the meantirre been rewoved, the-
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painting had to be dropped a little lower and more to the left ttan
originally
r~ng

pla~,ed.

It was also decided to leave it on the frame

a~d

it like an ordinary painting, so ·that it is not a true mural in

the ordinary sense of the word.
I would ·have _preferred a somewhat wider frame, painted white to
correspond with the ceiling, but since the probation department graciously donated the frame, I had to be satisfied with the frame it proviC.ed,
which at least has the virtue of inconspicuousness and is of a color
that blends rather well with the painting.
It was gratifying to see that the greens of the painting went
well with the wall color, and that the paintinrr seemed to belong en
'~11

for which it was intended.

t~e

EPILOGUE

T'ne actual painting of the mural took apprcxima tel:'l seven
ncnths, includinrJ two weeks of summer vacation and one week of
Christmas vacation, spent almost entirely paintine.
t'..Jenty hours per week was spent on the mural.
probablyoe more than halved by

aD~one

An averace of

This time-.s:-an could

able to devote all of t-is time

to a mural of similar size.
After a full day's work one is not always up to t:te task,
mentally and pp~sically, of doing creative work requirine o~e•s best
e:::"forts.

Ivluch

time could be saved, and many mistakes avoided, if

one could remain with the paintiD~ without having other matters crowd
and tire the mind.
It is sometimes difficult to keep enthusiasm at an effective
level over such lone and often_interrupted periods of time, ar:d it
becomes increasingly difficult to remain faithful to the initial
idea.

Tne difficulty of teing- consistent t~xoushout grows prcpcrticn-

ately with the time elapsing, because no one rerrains ur,chan:ed in
outlook over balf a year or more.

lilld yet consistency is vi tal to

prevent_the composition from falling apart.
is ever present.

·n1e dance of stagr.ation

Work born from inspiration too easily t~rr.s into

sheer drudgery, when every wee-k end, every evening after an already
crmo~ded day, has to be devote.d to its formulation.

There are, however, advantages a.s well asd:i.sadvantaees in
spreading a piece of work of tr.ese dioensions over an extended period
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time.

The advantage of the time element lies in the necessity for
extra careful planning, forcing the painter to think through to tr.e

last detail every aspect of the vork· at hand, so that costly, time
consuming mistake.s

ma;>r

be avoided.

It diminishes the daneer of

following sudden impulses which may prove to be not only mistakes
but, perhaps,

~atal

blind alleys.

The very firm structure, which

logically follows from the awareness of such

dan~ers,

not easily discounted in the final piece of work.

becomes an asset

What a painting

of' tr..is nature may lack is spontaneity and freshness rr:ay easily 1::e
offset by the thoughtfulness and sense of completeness it takes on
instead.
The painter, furthermore, has time to watch the effect of
color changes due to drying of tbe paint and can correct these vherever
the color becomes· dark or dull, or lacks fullness and sparkle.
One lives· with the painting for so long that it becomes part
of one's daily existence and therefore, in the end,

capt~s

the essence of the normal flow of life for itself.

If it does not

flash toward the viewer like a sudden

revelation~

scme of

it may retain scrne

quality of quiet insight as changing .moods and new concepts pass through
the mind of the painter and are transferred subconsciously to the
painting.

Thus, within the same framework, the effect of the picture

is teste.d and retested by being under constant scrutiny during all
kinds of moods, and tile qualities that do not stand up aeainst the
critical eye
or

or

elimi~ted.

morning dourness of evening fatigue will be changed

I : '
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Nobody is more critical than the painter while he paints; and
nobody is more

indi~ferent

once the painting is finished.

It is

tberefore well that the painting period should be long enouch to in-clude many variations of self-criticism, so that the communication
may

b~ve

a greater possibility of penetrating the indifference of other

people who are detached from, and unaware of, the

strug~le

of creation,

seeing no meaning beyond tr4t which the finished paintine succeeds in
revealing to them.
It is not the task of the painter to pas·s judgment on tte
quality of his work.
objectively..
ar~T
t r~t

He is too close to it to be able to Judge it

And while he Jre.y experience a sense of accomplisbment,

feeling of exhilaration will always be dampened by the knowledge
he has been unable to express what he visualized.
But if anyone finds a response within himself in

the painting dedicated to the youth of San Joaquin

lookir~

Co~ty,

at

the effort

has "teen more than worthwhile, and the- time and labor expended. could
r.ot have been utilized more profitably.
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Scale Drawing of the wall to be decorated.
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Figure 4 .

Prelimina~

sketc es for m

1.
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Figure 5 .

Scale Dra .ring of des · gn

Actual size of drawing :

or mural .

172 by 36 nc ..es .
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6.

Preliminary water co or sketch of mural made to scale .

Actual size :

17 inches by 36 inches .
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Figure 7.

Life Sketches .

Figure 8 .

Life Sketches .
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Figure 1.0 .

e 9.

Life Sketches .

Sketches from the Port and canneries .
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Diagram of the composition

or

the mural.
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Fi~ 12.

t1.tral after two weeks of painting .
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